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Letter from the Director

The year 2017 marked the 500th anniversary of the beginning of the
Reformation. Of course, the CRRS,partly named for this momentous
development in Western culture, commemorated it through various
events in 2017. In March 2017, the Distinguished Visiting Scholar,
Peter Marshall, lectured about Martin Luther, suggesting that he did
not actually post the 95 theses as the history books tell us.
In September, CRRS hosted an international conference on Global
Reformations, which expanded its horizons beyond Christianity to
include cultural and social reformations that were occurring during
this period both in and beyond Western Europe. This event, organized
by Professor Nicholas Terpstra and several graduate students and
postdocs, was one of our largest and most successful conferences.
There were over 100 speakers, and close to 200 people attended.
Concurrent to this conference, CRRS mounted an exhibit from its
rare book collection, “Illustrating the Reformation,” curated by our
graduate fellow in rare books, Elisa Tersigni, which you can read
about in the pages that follow. As we entered the heart of the fall term,
we enjoyed the company of our Erasmus Speaker, Anne Coldiron,
who offered a wonderful lecture on early modern translation at the
beginning of October.
Looking forward to the new year, our working group this year is on
curiosity, which you can read about in our Upcoming Events section
of the newsletter. Professors Gregoire Holtz and John Haines have
organized these sessions, which will culminate in a symposium on the
subject on April 6.
John Edwards, friend to the CRRS, treated us once more with a concert
and lecture on Renaissance music. One of our two RSA visiting fellows,
Professor Cedric Cohen-Skalli from Haifa University, presented a
Friday Workshop on the influence of Abravanel’s historical biblical
commentaries. Our undergraduates have been particularly active,
organizing a lecture and a roundtable on going to graduate school.
They will be organizing a conference and study group in the new year.
This January we will welcome our RSA-Kress scholar, Professor Lisa
Mansfield from the University of Adelaide. Our Distinguished Visiting
Scholar in March will be Professor Michel Jeanneret, a historian of
French Renaissance literature.
I wish you all a recuperative and enjoyable holiday and look forward
to seeing many of you soon.

Ethan Matt Kavaler
Director,
Centre for Reformation and
Renaissance Studies

Rare Book Acquistions 2017

BIBLE, GERMAN, NEW TESTAMENT.
Peter Schmidt for Sigmund Feyerabend,
Heinrich Dack & Peter Fischer. Das Neuw
Testament Teutsch, D. Mart. Luther. Auß
sonderlichem fleiß auffs neuw mit schoenen
Figuren, Argumenten oder jnhalt eines jeden
Capitels, sampt einem Register uber alle
Sontags Evangelia und Episteln, gezieret und
zugericht. Frankfurt: Peter Schmidt, 1585.

Bibel das ist alle Bucher alts and News Testaments. Cologne: Johann Quentel, 1550.
The most important Catholic version of the
Bible in German during the sixteenth century. The Centre now has reliable Catholic
and Lutheran editions of the Bible.

OBSOPOEUS, Vincentius (i.e. Vinzenz
Heidecker). Die biecher: Vonn der kunst
zutrincken auß dem latein in unser
Teutsch
sprach
transferiert
durch
Gregorium Wickgram[m] Gerichtschreiber
zu Colmar. Freyburg: Johann Faber, 1537.
[PA8555 .O68 D43 1537]
This vernacular treatise on proper drinking
habits is a useful example of the vogue
for books of manners and the increasing
weight placed on ‘civilized’ behaviour in
urban society. Period-specific marginal
notes in an unknown hand.

One of the most important German editions
of the Bible with Luther’s translation. Our
first acquisition of a German bible and one
of our first vernacular bibles from the 16th
century. Of note to scholars of book history:
this copy has contemporary and 17thcentury handwritten annotations.

ERASMUS, Desiderius. Tre Bellissimi
Capitoli In Lode Della pazzia, con alcune
stanze Amorose di nouo stampate. Venice:
No printer, 1543. [PQ4561 .A1 T74 1543]
An Italian hommage to Erasmus, this work
is not a translation but a commentary
on folly in the spirit of Erasmus, which
provides scholars important evidence of
the reception of Erasmus’s work in Italy.
Index Librorvm Prohibitorvm. Liège: G.
Morberius for H. Hovius, 1569.
A significant edition of the Index of
Prohibited Books, issued by Catholic
authorities after the Council of Trent.
This Liège edition includes a vernacular
list of books added to the Index after the
beginning of the Revolt of the Netherlands
in 1568, a very exciting addendum from
other editions.

HORAPOLLO (THE GRAMMARIAN,
OR HORUS APOLLO.) [Hieroglyphica] De
Sacris notis & sculpturis libri duo. Quibus
accessit verso recens, per Io. Paris: G. Morelius Iacobo Kerver, 1551. [N7745 .H5 H67
1551]
This early treatise on Egyptian hieroglyphics
is a significant marker of the reception of
Egyptian culture in western Europe.

PSALTER. Der Psalter latein und teutsch
/ trewlich verdolmetscht vnd grüntlich
auszgelecht / mit Christlicher erkleru[n]
g / ausz Dionysio Carthusiano / vn[d] vil
andern heilgen lerern : Dar bey des Alten
vnd Neuwen testamentz Cantica oder
geseng versamlet. Cologne: Jaspar von
Gennep for Peter Quentel, 1535. [BS1425
.L3 1535];
An important vernacular book (and
Latin) of Psalms, in German for Catholic
audiences.

New and Returning Staff
Undergraduate Fellows

The Corbet Undergraduate Fellowship offers training, financial
support, and a vibrant intellectual community to promising
undergraduate students who demonstrate a commitment to
Renaissance studies. Together with the Graduate fellows, the
Corbet Fellows welcome and assist patrons at the CRRS front desk,
and participate in a variety of CRRS activities such as conferences,
working groups, student-led community building initiatives, and
caring for the rare book collection. The 2017-18 Corbet Fellows are:
Kelsey Cunningham
Kelsey has been a staple of the Centre’s
undergraduate community for over 4 years.
Last year she was a Corbet Undergraduate
Fellow after gaining valuable expertise
as the Publications Assitant for three
consecutive
years.
Kelsey
worked
extensively with the then Publications
Graduate Fellow, Leslie Wexler, and the two of them bonded over
a shared interest in early modern medicine, herbals, and science.
Kelsey is a vastly knowledgable student and practioner of holistic
and Chinese medicine, in which she has been working towards her
full accreditation; she is also a registered acupuncturist. Currently,
Kelsey is finishing her undergraduate degree followng a session
abroad in Italy before coming back to Canada in 2018 to rejoin
us in her continuing position as a Publications and Corbet Fellow.
Aidan Flynn

Aidan is a fourth-year Victoria College
student completing a double major in Art
History and Renaissance Studies, with
a minor in English. Looking forward,
he plans to pursue graduate studies
in the History of Art, with a focus on
representations of religious polemics in
late medieval illuminated manuscripts and
early modern paintings.
Aidan has been a familiar face at the Centre since 2016. As the
CRRS Office Assistant, Aidan has demonstrated his natural
aptitude for event planning and promotion of academic colloquia
and student initiatives. We know him to be a lover of the arts and
especially suited to his continuing role as the President of the
Association of Renaissance Students at the University of Toronto.
In his presidential capacity, and in conjunction with his role as a
Corbet Fellow, Aidan is currently spearheading a new study group
for undergraduates in early modern studies, which will meet
weekly at the CRRS. We look forward to Aidan’s many initiaives
throughout the year, which are sure to create a new undergraduate
“buzz” within the Centre’s community.

Tatiana Thoennes
Tatiana is in her fourth and final year of
a specialist degree in Fine Art Studies,
with a major in Renaissance Studies. She
is currently preparing her applications
to graduate school, where she intends to
continue her studies in Art History with
a focus on the kunstkammer or Cabinet of
Curiosities. Tatiana strives to investigate the collection of Aegean
art antiquities in private collections to combine her interest of
Mediterranean archaeology with her devotion to the Early Modern
period. Tatiana joins the Centre this year as a Corbet Undergraduate
Fellow. She is also the co-Vice President of the Association of
Renaissance Students. In her capacity as VP she directs the group’s
social media presence, and has created a beautiful new website for
the ARS. Tatiana has been instrumental in reviving and promoting
the ARS, and actively fostering the community of undergraduates
interested in the early modern world. We look forward to getting
to know Tatiana through the year.

Graduate Fellows
Samantha Chang
Samantha is a PhD candidate from the
Graduate Department of Art at the
University of Toronto. A professional flutist
and conductor, Samantha graduated from
the Royal Academy of Music in London
(England), and she is a fellow of the Trinity
College London and the London College of
Music. Samantha’s research explores the conceptual relationships
between visual arts and music in the early modern period,
specifically those of artistic identity, temporality, synesthesia,
and performativity. Her current research project examines the
representation of music in the painter’s studio. Samantha played
a central role in organizing the 2017 annual conference, Global
Reformations, liaising with over 100 participants as she expertly
and most patiently constructed, deconstructed, and reconstructed
a compelling program. The CRRS and conference committee is
deeply grateful for her invaluable contribution, which helped make
the conference such a success.
Rachel Stapleton
Rachel is a doctoral candidate in the
Department of Comparative Literature.
Her research focuses on the intersections
between autobiography and life writing,
rhetorical strategies, and letter writing. She
joins our early modern community, but
also resists the divide with her premodern
interests and research. Her dissertation, “Autobiographical
Strategies of Petition in Early Modern English and Spanish Women’s
Letters,” examines how the telling of lived experience becomes a
powerful rhetorical—and specifically petitionary— strategy for
women in the period. Rachel joins the CRRS as the Mulcaster
Fellow in undergraduate student outreach and initiatives. In this
capacity, she has been busy collaborating with Corbet Fellows
Aidan and Tatiana to develop new strategies and programs to

Graduate Fellows continued

Lindsay C. Sidders
Lindsay is a PhD candidate in the
Department of History. Her dissertation
is based upon the seventeenth-century
writings of Alonso de la Mota y Escobar
in his role as (creole) Bishop of both
Guadalajara and Tlaxcala-Puebla, New
Spain (Mexico). Her research examines
Elisa Tersigni
Elisa Tersigni is a PhD candidate in the construction of creole collective consciousness or “identity”
the Department of English and the within the transcultural and imagined community of colonial New
collaborative program in Book History & Spain.
Print Culture. Her research brings together
analytical bibliography and algorithmic Lindsay puts her commitment to social justice and equity-building
methodologies to examine writing, into practice across campus. She is the Equity Officer for the
printing, and the English language during Canadian Union of Public Employees Local 3902, which serves
the English Reformation. Elisa brings her experience in museums graduate students, contract sessional instructors, and postdocs
and rare book libraries to the CRRS, where she works extensively across University of Toronto. She is also organizing a week-long
with the rare book collection and mentors practicum students. She seminar for the History Department on pedagogical tools and
is also Senior Printer at Massey College’s Bibliography Room and techniques for teaching historical sexual violence to undergraduate
students.
has recently started a business in appraising rare books.

support undergraduate interests and draw them into the CRRS
community. She also helps to run the graduate communityled Dissertation Writing Group, a new initiative spearheaded
by graduate fellow Leslie Wexler where graduate students are
provided space and guidance on completing the dissertation as
they support one another as peers.

CRRS Staff

Noam Tzvi Lior
Noam is a PhD candidate at the Centre
Natalie Oeltjen, Assistant to the Director
for Drama, Theatre and Performance
Dr. Natalie Oeltjen received her PhD in
Studies. His dissertation, “Shakespeare
2012 from the Centre for Medieval Studies,
at Play: Editing the Multimedia e-book,”
specializing in the Jews and conversos
explores the challenges and opportunities
of Spain and the Mediterranean, 1300that digital editions (especially multimedia
1600. Her dissertation focused on the
editions) offer to editing theory,
institutional and economic determinants
bibliography, and drama/theatre theory. Noam is a director
of communal identity among the
and dramaturge who has worked on a variety of early modern
productions. Noam is the co-developer of Shakespeare at Play, conversos of Majorca, 1391-1416. Natalie joined the CRRS
a company which creates e-book editions of Shakespeare’s plays in August 2013 after a postdoctoral fellowship at the Hebrew
with embedded video performances. For Shakespeare at Play, he University of Jerusalem.
has co-directed, dramaturged, edited, and annotated Romeo and
Alison Grossman, Financial Coordinator
Juliet, Macbeth, Hamlet, and A Midsummer Night’s Dream.
Alison joined the Centre in the summer

as the new Financial Coordinator. Alison
first came to the CRRS as an office
assistant in the 2014-15 term as she
completed her undergraduate degree,
during which time she played a key role
in modernizing our procedures in events
planning and promotion. Thanks to her
past experience and expertise in event planning, she remained in
contact with CRRS through her assistance with the organization
of the Canada Milton seminar in the spring of 2016 and 2017. We
might dub Alison a “Renaissance woman” herself, as she has honed
many talents in her past experience, from hair styling to sewing
Leslie also runs the weekly Dissertation Writing Group with to financial management. In her few months as the coordinator
Rachel Stapleton on Mondays with the support of the Milestones for CRRS finances as well as CRRS Publications, she has already
brought her multifaceted background to revising some of our
& Pathways initiative through the Faculty of Arts & Science.
administrative methods.
Leslie Wexler
Leslie continues in her role as the graduate fellow in Promotions
and Graduate Outreach and Initiatives.
She is also a PhD candidate in the
Departments of English and the School
for the Environment, where she works
on the representations of insects in early
modern natural history. Her contributions
to the Centre include event promotions,
poster design, conference programs and
moderating the Early Modern Interdisciplinary Graduate Forum.

Work-Study Assistants

Anita Siraki, Webmaster
Anita is a Master’s student in the Faculty
of Information in the Library and
Information
Science
concentration,
enroled in the Collaborative Program in
Book History & Print Culture. She has
extensively developed the CRRS website as
our webmaster since 2016, and also gained
expereince in rare book digitization and exhibit curation as
a practicum student in the summer of 2017, conducting helpful
research on our early French books.

community of scholars so as to produce an inclusive, and truly
embracing, dialogue on culture with a broader readership. The
Centre will miss Sebastiano’s warm and edifying presence, but look
forward to reading about his future exploits, whether as a cultural
critic for the Canadian Opera company, editor of his magazine, The
Yellow Gloves, or his work for local Italian newspapers as a cultural
correspondent.
Deni Kasa
Dr. Deni Kasa defended his PhD thesis in
the Department of English on the topic of
“Graceful Symmetry: The Politics of Grace
in Shakespeare, Spenser, and Milton” under
Milton scholar Professor Paul Stevens. Deni
has recently been featured in a “Remember
This Name” article published by the
University of Toronto in which he discusses
his current position as a Azrieli international postdoctoral fellow
at Tel Aviv University. His post-doctoral research addresses the
relationship between anti-Trinitarian theology and early liberalism
in the works of Hugo Grotius, John Milton, and John Locke and
explores the relationship between these writers’ anti-Trinitarian
sympathies and the political positions for which they are better
known today. The book he’s currently writing is engaged in how
literature helps to mobilize religious rhetoric for political ends. The
significance of this topic is that it helps us see religion and secular
life as categories with shifting boundaries, especially in the early
modern period. Today, we sometimes think of religious tolerance as
a byproduct of secular liberalism. However, if anti-Trinitarianism
really did contribute to early forms of liberalism, perhaps the
boundary between the religious and the secular was more porous
in the past than it is today.

Laruen Maxine, Rare Book Digitization
Lauren is a Master’s student in the Faculty
of Information, with a concentration in
Archives and Records Management. Lauren
devotes much of her time to digitizing
CRRS rare books. She started at the CRRS in
the summer of 2017 as a rare book practicum
student, and since then has worked diligently
on developing our Omeka-based online rare books catalogue
and creating best pratice guides for future administrators of
the site.
Christine Emery, Publications
Christine is Master’s student in the Faculty
of Information, with a double concentration
in Archives and Records Management,
and Library Science. Her academic
interests include printing history during the
Renaissance. Look out for Christine at our
conference book tables, or attempting to
quietly package book shipments in the back of the library! Over
the past two years Christine has become an expert in the order
fulfillment procedures of CRRS Publications – without her, no one We, at the CRRS, have experienced exactly the comments of his
would be getting our books!
supervisor, Paul Stevens, that Deni is “a natural intellectual, a careful
reader and imaginative thinker, quick on his feet and always willing
to learn.” At the Centre he kept the graduate fellows posted on job
With new undergraduate and graduate fellows amongst the opportunities, and participated annually in the Canada Milton
Centre’s staff, that also means we have said congratulations and Seminar hosted by the Centre. We will miss many things about
Deni: his dogged work ethic for even the most mundane things that
goodbye over the past few months:
needed to be done, the intensity of his engagement, and his support
Sebastiano Bazichetto
in and commitment to rigorous scholarship. We wish him the best
Dr. Sebastiano Bazichetto received his PhD in Tel Aviv and wherever his new career ventures take him next.
from the Department of Italian Studies in
November 2017. Sebastiano was born in
Joel Rodgers
Venice and educated in Treviso and Canada
Friends and colleagues at the Centre wished
at the University of Toronto. He pursued and
farewell to Joel Rodgers over the summer
defended his PhD thesis on Italian Baroque
as he moved into a position at the Faculty
poetry in the Department of Italian. Upon
of Arts & Science. Joel is a gifted educator
joining the Centre for Reformation and
and administrator whose enthusiasm for
Renaissance Studies in 2016, Seba immediately and generously
teaching and leadership experience from
shared with his colleagues and students the importance of a
the Centre for Teaching Support and
cultural education. Along with fellow graduate student, Lindsay
Innovation infused all his endeavors at the
C. Sidders (History), he curated and moderated the Early Modern CRRS. A new fellowship was created for Joel in May 2016 that now
Interdisciplinary Graduate Forum in 2016-17. Through his presence continues under the name of the Mulcaster Fellowship, after the
and work with the Centre, Sebastiano encouraged many discussions sixteenth-century pedagogue, Richard Mulcaster. Mulcaster’s most
about his passions for Italian art history, music and theatre, such enduring work, Elementarie, published in 1582, offers a guide to
that in the spring of 2017, when he launched The Yellow Gloves, an good teaching practices, particularly in the subject of English. The
Arts & Culture style magazine, he was able to draw upon a larger Mulcaster fellowship is dedicated to fostering relations between

Congratulations

CRRS and undergraduates interested in pursuing early modern
studies. To this end, perhaps the most enduring of Joel’s many
contributions to the Centre was a successful funding proposal to
the ATLAS (Advanced Teaching & Learning in Arts & Science)
Initiative for a two-year pilot course, a senior undergraduate
seminar that surveys some of the pivotal intellectual developments
of early modern Europe through the lens of print culture. Students
in The Renaissance Book course will work with rare books from the
Centre’s collection on a weekly basis, enjoy guest faculty lectures
and workshops, and ultimately mount a collaborative digital and
physical rare book exhibition.

Digital Developments

Over the past year CRRS has developed a number of new digital
initiatves and added a few new features to its website:
New Acquisitions: New acquisitions to the CRRS collection may be
viewed on our website, accessible under the “library” tab on our
home page. Monthly documents list modern and rare book titles,
call numbers with hyperlinks to the UTL catalogue, descriptions of
selected titles, and other bibliographical information.
Rare Book Catalogue: Student fellows and staff at the CRRS have
been developing the online catalogue dedicated only to CRRS
rare books, accessible via the “rare books” page of our website. We
have been adding copy specific details and scans of interesting or
important pages to many of the records. The site also houses a series
of informative digital exhibits, all drawn from the CRRS collection
and curated by students and fellows on themes ranging from natural
history to French printing. Some of these exhibits were mounted
in the Pratt foyer display cases (including the two reported in this
newsletter), while others are the fruits of student practica.

Joel has moved into a position with the FAS Milestones & Pathways
Initiative that supports activities to help students reach key
milestones in their graduate training while enhancing graduate
student experience. Under Joel’s direction, this initiative funds two
graduate student-led dissertation writing groups that convene on
Mondays in Pratt 304 (CRRS seminar room across from its library).
Joel will be sorely missed, but we are sure that our first Mulcaster
Fellow will continue to pioneer through his own research in the
Department of English, the Milestones and Pathways Initiative and French Books at CRRS: Lists of all of the French books in the CRRS
his work with the Centre for Teaching Support and Innovation, and rare book collection, divided by century, are now accessible at the
establish ever-more opportunities to enhance education, pedagogy bottom of the rare books page on CRRS website.
,and the student experience.
Rare book retrievals now online: Patrons can much more efficiently
Rachel Hart
request rare books in advance using our new online retrieval form,
Rachel was a Corbet Undergraduate accessible on our home page or under the rare book tab.
Assistant in 2016-2017, and graduated
from the University of Toronto with an Corbet Undergraduate Fellowships: In 2017, the CRRS switched to
Honours Bachelor of Arts. Rachel is a an online application procedure for undergraduates interested in
deeply committed actress and dramaturge joining the front desk team. As we catch up to the digital age, we
who began her training both inside and will establish more online application procedures for our Fellowship
outside the University theatre community positions in 2018.
throughout her undergrad and she continues
in many new roles as she moves into the professional world of Facebook: We encourage users to keep in touch with the CRRS
dramaturgy. She most recently appeared in Tactile Maladies with by joining our Facebook page, where we maintain a vibrant
Seven Siblings Theatre in October, and has just completed a role social media presence through much more than event posts. Our
within the musical Annie through the month of November. We at Facebook page may be accessed via our website home page. We’d
the CRRS will miss Rachel’s delightfully dramatic demeanor and love to see your comments!
witty posts for the “this day in history” series on our Facebook page.
She always brought her enthusiasm to CRRS events and infused our
gatherings with her gentle and positive spirit. We wish her the best in
her new role(s) and know we will be hearing more of her rising star.
Karen Read In June 2017 the CRRS said farewell to Karen Read,
who took care of CRRS money matters for
almost a decade as the Financial Coordinator.
The CRRS and its administration benefited
greatly from Karen’s institutional memory
and business acumen over the years, as she
managed accounts, ensured that student
fellows, staff and visiting scholars were paid,
and administered the financial operations of
CRRS Publications. While not at CRRS or raising her family,
Karen ran various business ventures with her husband, and
most recently helped found Umanii café at Vaughn City Hall with
wellness chef Andrew Muto. We wish Karen all the best in her future
intiatives in the realm of wellness and healthy food creation.

Affective Piety Working Group
and Symposium
24 March 2017
In 2016-17 the CRRS established
an annunal working group,
comprised of faculty and
graduate students who meet
monthly, culminating in a fullday colloquium in the spring.
The inaugural group considered
Affective Piety in late medieval
and early modern religious and
secular sources, and hosted
international scholars Barbara
Baert (University of Leuven) and
Herman Roodenburg (Meertens
Institute) at its final colloquium.

Rare Book Exhibit

Spiritus Vitalis: Early Modern Melancholy & Humoral Science
May 2017

In the spring of 2017 the CRRS mounted a rare book exhibit
of printed books related to melancholy and humoural science
in the early modern period. Located in the Pratt Library foyer
and curated by a promising iSchool and Book History graduate
student, Kathryn Holmes, some of the texts have been digitized
and posted online with additional background text. You may view
the complete exhibit on our website through the digital exhibits
link on the rare books page, but here are some highlights:

an “epidemic” at the same time and using a set of terminology that
transcended any one discipline. By crafting an overarching term
for an abstract dilemma, ‘melancholy’ could become a scapegoat –
a way to raise concerns about post-Reformation European culture
without discussing them outright – but it could also become a
powerful discourse of its own. This brings us to the development of
this exhibit, since books as material culture were uniquely poised
to facilitate such a discussion.

During the early modern period, the modern distinction between
anatomy and physiology did not yet exist, and physicians were
primarily concerned with analyzing the function of bodily parts
and organs, as well as the study of elements, temperaments,
humours, spirits, and faculties. The theory of the four humours, a
concept first envisaged in the medieval period that aligned bodily
fluids with corresponding temperaments or humour, was still
widespread in the early modern period. The four temperaments
and their related ‘fluids’ – sanguine (blood), choleric (yellow bile),
phlegmatic (phlegm) and melancholic (black bile) – were thought
to inform and provide the foundation for a person’s underlying
character. Melancholy was believed the worst of all, leading persons
predisposed to the state at risk of “suffering of the mind.” Robert
Bolton’s influential text, “Instructions for a Right Comforting
Afflicted Consciences,” characterized melancholy as the “horrible
humour”, since excessive sorrow was thought to “[grate] most upon
the vitall spirits; [dry] up soonest the freshest marrow in the bones;
[and] most sensibly [suck] out the purest, and refinedst bloud in
the heart.”

Overall, the notion of humoural theory-as-social leveler largely
played itself out within the pages of books and the boundaries of
print culture. The herbal, a particular volume of natural science
publication, was a type of book through and across which this
argument took place. For example, while in theory the book was
a treatise on medicinal plants, it existed just as much as a guide
for self-improvement for the common person. The structure of
the book demonstrates this continual back-and-forth. Just as the
images in the herbal were rarely scientifically accurate, botanists
could be more moralistic than scientific in their descriptions of
natural phenomena, shaping natural specimens as catalysts for
‘good’ and ‘bad’ human behaviour and character. The ultimate
success of a herbal might not be its scholarly merit, but its
popularity and underlying usefulness – the writer’s ability to create
their own response to the fears gripping early modern society, and
to offer his own solutions. A selection of the online exhibit appears
on the opposing page.

Although melancholy is occasionally correlated with the modern
mental illness of depression, this conceptualization is simplistic at
best, and does not reflect the early modern understanding of the
term. The problem with correlating melancholy and depression
stems from the attempt to anachronistically medicalize the state
or condition in a way that sharply narrows its breadth and scope
within early modern society, and attempts to impose modern
thought upon the past. Such a static ‘diagnosis’ undercuts
the interplay across the disciplines. Scholars across multiple
disciplines (physicians, botanists, priests, dramatists) were often
in conversation with one another through their publications, and
it is this interplay which Holmes’s exhibit sought to showcase.
Fundamental questions broached by scholars in this period were
outside of the realm of the clinical, for instance: was melancholy
a religious ailment? Was it a medical imbalance? Who had the
“right” or responsibility to diagnose and offer solutions?
While scholars have noted the sense of competition that
informed discussions of melancholy, and the desire to map out
the physiological state as a territory of their own, there has been
less discussion of its existence as the foundation upon which a
socially-levelling discourse was built. As medicine and physiology
developed, discussions around the humours and melancholy did not
abate but seemed to proliferate, re-emerging in satire and sermons.
The argument occurring across disciplines about the responsibility
for melancholy largely operated as a social leveler – a way for
botanists, physicians, dramatists, and religious orators to address

Research, digitization, and curation of this exhibit were arranged by
Kathryn Holmes. Kathryn is a Master’s of Information candidate
here at the University of Toronto where she studies Library and
Information Science. She holds a B.A. Honours from the University
of Western Ontario in English Literature and History. Kathryn
curated a former online exhibit at the Thomas Fisher Rare Book
Library, where she digitized and described an early Canadian
illustrator’s body of artwork. She was thrilled to work with the
wonderful natural and health science collection at CRRS.

BURTON, RICHARD. The Anatomy of
Melancholy: What is is. With all the kindes,
cav-ses, symptomes, prognosticks,and several
cvres of it. In Three Main Partitions, with
their seuerall sections, mem-bers, and
svbsections. Philosophically, medici-nally,
historically opened and cut up. Oxford: John
Lichfield and James Short for Henry Cripps,
1624.
Robert Burton was an English scholar at
Oxford University, whose Anatomy of
Melancholy is his best-known work and
one of the seminal texts on humoural
science. The canonical nature of the
Anatomy is well-known, with modern
scholars recognizing that Burton was one
of the more prominent thinkers about this
concept during the period.
For Burton perhaps more than his
contemporaries, melancholy exists not
just as a scientific ailment, but also as
an analogy for “anything imbalanced
and excessive – whatever is not normal.”
Breitenberg theorizes that melancholy in
the text becomes an analogy for an Other
or otherness more generally – one that is
“not beyond the pale but more insidiously
present within.”
Considering recent speculation that
Burton wrote the Anatomy to help
himself overcome his own depression, it is
possible that he felt a particular intimacy
with the subject. By seeking to anatomize
melancholy, he not only endeavoured to
help sufferers overcome its symptoms, but
may have attempted to give a physical shape
and definition to an (at the time) otherwise
abstract condition.
This copy is missing much of its front matter,
including the engraved title page present in
other copies. The first page, depicted above,
is the dedication page. Still, the page was
inset after the book was produced, and its
binding is clearly visible.

BACON, Francis. Sylva Sylvarvm: Or a
Naturall Historie in Ten Centuries.. London:
John Haviland for William Lee, 1627.

JONSON, Benjamin. The Workes of
Benjamin Jonson. London: Richard
Bishom for Andrew Crooke, 1640.

For Francis Bacon, an English philosopher
who took on several additional roles
including statesman and scientist, the
natural world became a lens through
which to examine the physical body. In
Sylva Sylvarum, Bacon is less interested
in “policing the discreteness of bodies
(and protecting the individual body from
transformative influences)” than he is
“concerned with the prolongation of life,
not by sealing the body but by protecting it
from putrefaction.”1

Ben Jonson uses his works to offer a more
biting critique of the popular concept of
humoural science. Jonson was not the
first playwright to produce a “comedy
of humours” - a dramatic genre gaining
popularity at the time, wherein characters
were governed by one or two defining
traits or passions. Still, his 1598 comedy
Every Man In His Humour - the first
text in this comprehensive Workes undoubtedly popularized the genre.

The perspective Bacon takes to the body
thus differs significantly from his early
modern contemporaries, and he centres
his exploration of the human body less
around humours and more around the
bodily spiritus vitalis. According to him,
the spiritus is a kind of body similar
to air, although different in its essence.
Rather than temperaments, the body
oscillates between vapours and spirits that
animate and shape a person’s reactions
and responses. As multiple scholars note,
including O’Connell, Rusu and Shirilan,
the body for Bacon is a mystical as much as
a physical entity.
CRRS’ copy of Sylva Sylvarum is a part
of the volume New Atlantis: a worke
unfinished. Above is the image of the
introductory materials to Sylva. The
nationalistic ornamentation (including the
British rose, Scottish thistle, French fleurde-lis, and Irish harp) suggest Bacon’s own
sense of the seriousness of his endeavour.
As Bacon begins, “We will now enquire of
Plants or Vegetables : And we shall doe it
with diligence.”
1
Stephanie Shirilan, “Francis Bacon, Robert Burton, and
the Thick Skin of the World: Sympathy, Transmission, and
the Imaginary Early Modern Skin,” ESC 34, no. 1 (March
2008): 589.

Jonson himself identified humour in the
psychological sense, suggesting that a
person only truly has a Humour when
“some one peculiar quality / Doth so
possesse [him], that it doth draw / All his
affects, his spirits, and his powers, / In their
confluctions, all to run one way.” Scholars
like Henry L. Snuggs have questioned the
degree to which Jonson followed his own
mantra, especially since his comic figures
are often defined by eccentricity or social
affectation rather than any of the four
traditional humours.
This copy of the book is particularly
notable for the pasted-in leaf in the front
matter. The portrait included in the book
brings to mind Shakespeare’s folio, with
the writer appearing to actively watch the
reader examine the book.
The figures on either side of the wording
“The Workes of Benjamin Jonson” are
visual representations of the genres
Comedy and Tragedy. At the top of the
page is an image of the theatre. To either
side, the figure of Satire (a satyr) and the
figure of the Pastoral (a figure holding a
shepherd’s hook) stand looking at the
central figure - the Tragicomic.

Rare Book Exhibit

Illustrating the Reformation
September 2017

Icones Historiarvm Vetris Testmenti, 1547

Textus Biblie, 1527

In tandem with the Global Reformations conference (28-30
September 2017), CRRS Rare Books Graduate Fellow, Elisa Tersigni,
curated an exhibit, which drew from the CRRS collection and was
mounted in the Pratt Library Foyer. The exhibit illustrated some
of the different ways in which both Catholic and Protestant books
employed images, ornaments, and decoration to complement text.
What follows are excerpts from the online rendition of her exhibit,
which may be accessed via the digital exhibits link on the CRRS
rare books page.
October 31, 2017 marked not only the 500th anniversary of
Martin Luther’s nailing his 95 Theses to the door of the Wittenberg
church, but also its sparking of the Reformation of the Catholic
Church. While we now recognize that such a moment likely never
occurred—or, at least, not as it is now remembered—this powerful
image of a single defiant monk enumerating his criticisms of
corrupt Catholic practices to the most powerful institution in
Europe has stuck in our cultural memory precisely because that
specific image has been reproduced repeatedly for five centuries.

Das neuw testament Teutsch, 1586

Acts and Monuments, 1596

Although the Reformation is often associated with iconoclasm—
and some Reformers indeed did criticize, censor, and destroy
Catholic art—there was no unified response to art; nor was there
even the unified movement that the singular term “Reformation”
suggests of the religious changes that spanned the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries. The then-still-recent invention of moveable
type resulted in a proliferation of books that promoted or endorsed
religious change. Many of these “Reformation” texts, in fact, were
decorated and included images. Because books facilitated private
religious devotion, which was favoured by Reformers, depictions of
religious and biblical material in books were sometimes considered
more acceptable than depictions in other artistic mediums.
Elisa Tersigni is a PhD candidate in English and Book History &
Print Culture. Her research brings together analytical bibliography
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and algorithmic methodologies to
printing,
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the English language during the English Reformation.

A Rare Book Exhibit
FROM THE COLLECTION OF THE
CENTRE FOR REFORMATION &

Illustrating the Reformation

Cont’d: descriptions of images on left page
ICONES HISTORIARVM VETRIS TESTMENTI, 1547
Lvgdvni : Apud Ioannem Frellonium (upper left):
Hans Holbein the Younger (1497–1543) was a German artist
who worked in England during the English Reformation.
Serving Henry VIII as the King’s Painter, he is best remembered
as a portrait painter, producing some of the most memorable
portraitures of 16th-century England. But Holbein is also
remembered for his woodcut illustrations, and particularly for
his Dance of Death, from which the featured image is taken.
It depicts Adam and Eve’s expulsion from the Garden of Eden
following their fall from grace; personified Death, depicted as
a skeleton, awaits them. That these woodcuts were considered
equally appropriate for both Catholic and Protestant works
demonstrates that the responses to and use of images by these
two groups was not always divided.
DAS NEUW TESTAMENT TEUTSCH, 1586 (bottom left)
Frankfurt: Peter Schmidt for Sigmund Feyerabend, Heinrich
Dack & Peter Fischer
In the early part of his Reformer career, Martin Luther argued
against the use of images in worship, but later went on to defend
images against fervent iconoclasts. This 1586 edition of Luther’s
translation of the bible into German is heavily decorated with
114 woodcuts designed by Jost Amman (1539–1591). The
most prolific woodcut designer of his time, Amman produced
hundreds of book images over his career; many of them were of
biblical scenes, like the one shown here depicting the crucifixion
of Christ. Amman’s work was often copied around Europe.
TEXTUS BIBLIE, 1527 (upper middle)

Lugduni: per Joannem Crespin

This is the first bible produced by Jean Crespin (c. 1520–1572), a
French Protestant lawyer-turned-printer. While several openings
in the book feature far bigger and more intricate woodblocks,
this opening reveals the sophisticated and elaborate mis-enpage (that is, the layout of the page), which included a variety of
decorative features. The page is elaborately ruled, two-columned,
and has printed marginal notes decorated with initial letters of
varying size, pilcrows, and printer’s leaves. The woodblocks of
this book are copied from those used in bibles just a few years
earlier; in the early modern period, the copying of images
produced for other books was very common.
JOHN FOXE, ACTS AND MONUMENTS, 1596 (upper right)
London : Printed by Peter Short
Better known as the Book of Martyrs, this was not only a highly
influential work of Protestant propaganda, but also the most
ambitious English printing project of its time; this fifth edition
includes more than two thousand pages of stories of Protestant
martyrs going back to the days of Christ, and the stories are
illustrated with more than a hundred woodcut images. In the
reign of Elizabeth I, two books were required to be in installed
in every cathedral church in the country: the Church of
England’s authorized English bible translation, and the Book
of Martyrs. This image depicts the martyrdom of a Protestant
English merchant in Portugal.

Annual Conference

Global Reformations:
Transforming Early Modern
Religions, Societies, & Cultures
27-30 September 2017

Old Vic was buzzing again for three days in late September as
almost 100 presenters from around the world joined dozens of
local students, faculty, and fellows in the wide range of activities
making up the Global Reformations conference. This sustained,
comparative, and interdisciplinary exploration of religious
transformations across the early modern world was the largest in
Canada of an international series of conferences marking the 500th
anniversary of Martin Luther’s attack on indulgences. We aimed
to move beyond German friars and Wittenburg doors and open up
windows to other subjects. Our sessions explored how Reformation
movements shaped relations of Christians with other Christians,
and also with Muslims, Jews, Hindus, Buddhists, indigenous groups,
and animistic religions. Presenters looked at how developments
in these other religious traditions, particularly Islam and Judaism,
arose from inner dynamics and in turn influenced European
religious developments. Beyond the papers, participants took tours
of the Royal Ontario Museum and Art Gallery of Ontario, saw book
exhibitions at the Thomas Fisher and Pratt Libraries, heard fantastic
concerts of Mexican baroque music and of Reformation era carillon
music, and went on an excursion to the recreated Jesuit-Wendat site
of Ste. Marie Among the Hurons. The Global Reformations project
will now continue with two essay collections and a primary source
reader that will demonstrate how interfaith and cross-confessional
encounters shifted under the impact of the religio-political changes
that swept rapidly across the globe from the fifteenth into the
eighteenth centuries. Support from SSHRC and 15 Departments,
Colleges, Centres, Museums, and Galleries helped make this
collaborative venture a great success, not to mention the efforts
of its organizing committee (Samantha Chang, Alison Grossman,
Alexandra Guerson, Joanna Ludwikowska, Natalie Oeltjen) and
principal organizer, Nicholas Terpstra.

Upcoming Events

Working Group & Colloquium
Curiosity in Question
6 April 2018

The second annual CRRS working group (2017-2018) has been
focusing on the theme of Curiosity. Organized by Professors
Grégoire Holtz from the Department of French, and John Haines
from the Department of Music, this working group plans to meet six
times over the academic year (approximately once per month) at the
Centre for Reformation and Renaissance Studies. Participants will
share their work in a final full-day colloquium open to the public
with plenary speaker, Myriam Marrache-Gouraud (Université de
Bretagne Occidentale à Brest).
Recent scholarship has stressed the importance of the notion of
curiosity in early modern times (fifteenth to eighteenth centuries).
As a polysemous concept, curiosity is both condemned by the
Augustinian critique of libido sciendi and promoted as a scientific
and anthropological tool by writers ranging from the physician
Hieronymo Cardano to the traveler Jean de Léry. And while the
meaningfulness of curiosity to a great many early modern humanists
is no longer questioned today, its full cultural impact has yet to be
adequately studied (See N. Kenny, The Uses of Curiosity, 2004). In
subjects ranging from theology to music, from the natural sciences
to the study of Antiquity, the notion of curiosity is ripe for study.
Its complexity and richness can be seen across many aspects of
humanistic intellectual life. Indeed, curiosity functions as the very
genesis of much early modern research and art. How then is the
concept of curiosity altered by the development of print culture
and the invasion of the Americas? What new ways of collecting
and displaying artifacts follow in its wake? What are the moral and
geographical borders of this endless appetite of knowledge?
The objectives of the Curiosity in Question working group are:
(1) to create an space for discussion about curiosity during the
late medieval and early modern period, including theoretical and
historical insights;
(2) to read and examine some canonical and lesser known Early
modern texts, revealing the contextual meanings of curiosity; and
(3) share the findings of this working group through a final session,
a colloquium involving international participants.
Keep an eye out for the Curiosity in Question colloquium, to be held
on April 6, 2018!

2019 Conference

Early Modern English Songscapes: Intermedia Approaches
8-9 February 2019
Early Modern English Songscapes is an innovative initiative that
aims to develop an intermedia online platform for work on early
modern English song. Currently in its early stages of development,
the project has three primary goals: 1) to provide tangible insight
into the flexibility of song as a genre by tracing individual lyrics
and musical settings that moved through different textual and
performance contexts in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century
England; 2) to develop a digital interface that can productively
animate the acoustic and visual facets of early modern English
songs; and 3) to generate an interdisciplinary and collaborative
hub for scholars, students, and performers of sixteenth- and
seventeenth-century English songs that can also function as a
resource for the music-loving general public.
The conference, “Early Modern Songscapes: Intermedia
Approaches,” offers an important opportunity to shape the
development of this platform. Organizers Katherine Larson
(English, University of Toronto), Scott Trudell (English,
University of Maryland), and Sarah Williams (Music History,
University of South Carolina) anticipate that conference attendees
will have access to the Beta version of the site; a vital part of the
conference dialogue, therefore, will be soliciting input for the
project going forward. This represents an unusual opportunity
for an academic event to contribute to the development of a
major digital humanities initiative. The conference intends to
bring key thinkers into dialogue with emerging scholars and
practitioners of early modern song in sessions that will combine
formal papers with practice-oriented workshops.

Canada Milton Seminar XIII

The annual Canada Milton Seminar, organized by Paul Stevens
(Chair, Dept. of English) convenes for a thirteenth year with
speakers Blair Hoxby, Kristen Poole, John Rumrich, Leah
Whittington, Madeline Bassnett, Erin Murphy, Lee Morrissey,
and Ryan Netzley. The seminar closes with a gathering and
banquet at Massey College. Come and join us for a great weekend!
To register or for more informaiton visit: crrs.ca/cms2018

CRRS Publications

ARS

Essays & Studies
Recent Publication

Forthcoming Winter 2017

Representing Heresy in Early Modern
France

Renaissance Encyclopedism: Studies in
Curiosity and Ambition

The information explosion of the last two decades has triggered an interest in the
historical precursors of such a phenomenon. We are conditioned to some extent
to associate the origins of the modern encyclopaedia with the efforts of the French
philosophe Denis Diderot in the eighteenth century, and to travel back even further
in time for pre-modern examples of the encyclopaedia to the thirteenth century, to
the great collections of knowledge of scholastic figures like Vincent of Beauvais. For
a variety of reasons that are explored in this volume, Renaissance humanists differed
from their scholastic predecessors in their attitudes toward knowledge, their practices of compilation and organization, and the goals towards which they oriented
their scholarly pursuits.
This volume presents important work on a major topic that will remain of interest
in coming decades.
William Connell, Seton Hall University
One of the main appeals of this book is that it explains the apparent paradox of how
a culture that valued breadth of knowledge did not really produce many encyclopaedias as we would recognize them.
Craig Kallendorf, Texas A & M University
The erudition and learning in these essays truly are impressive.
Brian Maxson, East Tennessee State University

W. Scott Blanchard is Professor of English at Misericordia University. He is the
author of Scholars’ Bedlam: Menippean Satire in the Renaissance (Bucknell University Press, 1995) and translator of Francesco Filelfo’s dialogue On Exile for the I Tatti
Renaissance Library Series (Harvard University Press, 2013).
Andrea Severi is research fellow at the University of Bologna. He is the author
of Filippo Beroaldo il Vecchio un maestro per l’Europa. Da commentatore di classici a
classico moderno (1481–1550) (Il Mulino, 2015) and editor of the critical edition of
Baptista Mantuanus’s Adolescentia (Bononia University Press, 2010).

Edited by W. Scott Blanchard and
Andrea Severi

Blanchard and Severi Renaissance Encyclopaedism: Studies in Curiosity and Ambition

Edited by Gabriella Scarlatta and
Lidia Radi
297 pp / Softcover / 2017 / ISBN 978-07727-2187-7/ $34.95

Association of
Renaissance Students

Renaissance Encyclopaedism:
Studies in Curiosity and Ambition

The Association of Renaissance Students (ARS)
at the University of Toronto represents all
undergraduate students enrolled in a Specialist,
Major, or Minor in Renaissance Studies. The 20172018 ARS Executive Committee includes Aidan
Flynn, President; Zahra Rajan, Co-Vice President;
Tatiana Thoennes, Co-Vice President and Social
Media Director; and Alexandra Schoenborn,
Public Outreach Coordinator.

Edited by
ISBN Placeholder
FPO
DO NOT PRINT!

CRRS
Victoria University
University of Toronto
71 Queen’s Park Crescent East
Toronto, Ontario, M5S 1K7, Canada

Heresy is a fluid concept, not easy to
define or pinpoint, and certainly one that
defies religious and political boundaries.
Heresy could be said to be a cultural
construct manufactured by competing
narratives. The articles in this volume
examine the varieties of perceptions and
representations of heresy in early modern
France. In so doing, they reveal that such
perceptions and representations have had
more of an impact on our understanding
of heresy than heresy itself. This, in turn,
provides us with new and stimulating
viewpoints on how heresy was recognized
and depicted at the intersections of faith,
art, gender, poetry, history, and politics.

CRRS

The Editors:
Lidia Radi is Associate Professor of French
and Italian at the University of Richmond.
Gabriella Scarlatta is Professor of French
and Italian at The University of Michigan
– Dearborn.

W. Scott explosion
Blanchardof
and
The information
the last two
Andrea Severi
decades has triggered an interest in the
historical precursors of such a phenomenon.
We are conditioned to some extent to associate
the origins of the modern encyclopedia with the
efforts of the French philosophe Denis Diderot
in the eighteenth century, and to travel back
even further in time for pre-modern examples
of the encyclopedia to the thirteenth century, to
the great collections of knowledge of scholastic
figures like Vincent of Beauvais. For a variety
of reasons that are explored in this volume,
Renaissance humanists differed from their
scholastic predecessors in their attitudes toward
knowledge, their practices of compilation and
organization, and the goals towards which they
oriented their scholarly pursuits.

The Editors:
W. Scott Blanchard is Professor of English at
Misericordia University.
Andrea Severi is research fellow at the
University of Bologna.

The ARS inaugurated the academic year with
their first informal social, “MicheLUNCHelo”.
On 31 October 2017—the 500th anniversary of
the Reformation—the ARS hosted Dr. Elizabeth
Ferguson, who presented her paper, “Ideas from
Across the Channel: Post-Reformation English
Catholicism Through the Lens of Printed Texts”.
In January, the ARS will start to hold its Early
Modern Undergraduate Study Group with the
goal of generating a united interdisciplinary
community of undergraduate scholars whose
interests lie in all things early modern. On 7
February 2018, the ARS will welcome Dr. Jason
Blahuta (Philosophy, Lakehead University) who
will be presenting on Machiavelli. Keep an eye
out for the fourth annual ARS Undergraduate
Conference, which will take place in March. A
call for papers will be sent out shortly and all are
welcome to participate!
You can keep up with the ARS by joining their
Facebook group (www.facebook.com/groups/
uoftars/) or access their website under the
Renaissance Studies tab on the CRRS site.

Calendar of Events 2018
Thursday, January 18, 2018
Early Modern Interdisciplinary
Graduate Forum
Kristina Francescutti (History);
Benjamin Woddford (English)
Victoria University Common Room
4:00 – 5:30 PM
Friday, January 26, 2018
Friday Workshop
Lisa Mansfield (Art History,
University of Adelaide)
“‘The Ethical Artist’: Erasmian
Humanism and Affective Identiy in Jan
va Scorel’s Portraits”
Northrop Frye Room 205
3:30 - 5:00 PM

Wednesday, March 7, 2018
CRRS Distinguished Visiting
Scholar (DVS) Lecture
Michel Jeanneret
“Metamorphic Bodies in the
Renaissance: Identity Changes”
Alumni Hall, Victoria College
4:00 – 6:00 PM
Thursday, March 15, 2018
Early Modern Interdisciplinary
Graduate Forum
Tatevik Vika Nersisyan (English,
Queens)
Bernice Mittertreiner Neal (English)
Victoria University Common Room
4:00 – 5:30 PM

Tuesday, February 13, 2018
Early Modern Interdisciplinary
Graduate Forum
Stefan Brown (History);
Tim Olinski (History)
Victoria University Common Room
4:00 – 5:30 PM

Friday, April 6, 2018
Curiosity in Question Working
Group Symposium
with Plenary speaker
Myriam Marrache - Gouraud
Alumni Hall, Victoria College
9:00 - 5:00 PM

Friday, March 2, 2018
Friday Workshop
Stephanie Dickie (Art History,
Queen’s University)
“Rembrandt’s ‘maniera bizzarrissima’
and the origins of Print
Connoisseurship”
Northrop Frye Room 205
3:30 - 5:00 PM

Monday, April 2 - 13, 2018
Rare Book Exhibit: Curiosity in the
Early Modern Period
An exhibit and exploration of early
modern curiosity through the texts
discussed in the working group
E.J. Pratt Library Foyer

Monday, March 5, 2018
CRRS Distinguished Visiting
Scholar (DVS) Lecture
Michel Jeanneret
“Metamorphic Bodies in the
Renaissance”
Alumni Hall, Victoria College
4:00 – 6:00 PM
Tuesday, March 6, 2018
DVS Seminar: Michel Jeanneret
“I Read Thereform I am: Aspect of
Reading in the Renaissance”
Goldring Student Centre 206
*RSVP Required*
4:00 – 6:00 PM

Tuedsay, April 10, 2018
Early Modern Interdisciplinary
Graduate Forum
Ariella Minden (Art History)
Leslie Wexler (English)
Victoria University Common Room
4:00 – 5:30 PM
Tuedsay, April 10, 2018
End-of-Year Reception
Please join us for wine and hors
d’oeuvres to celebrate the end of the
school term
Victoria University Common Room
5:30 – 7:00 PM

Friday/Saturday, April 20-21, 2018
Canada Milton Seminar XIII
Alumni Hall, Victoria College

UPCOMING IN 2019

Friday/Saturday, February 8-9, 2019
CRRS Conference
“Early Modern English Songscapes:
Intermedia Approaches”
organized by:
Katherine Larson (English, Toronto),
Scott Trudell (English, Maryland),
Sarah Williams (Music History, South
Carolina)

With thanks...
This newsletter reflects the
collaboration that is characteristic of
the CRRS as a whole. We are grateful
to Leslie Wexler for her patience and
graphic design talents, as she expertly
drafted, assembled and placed
materials into this layout. Much of
the writing, editing, and production
of images for this newsletter was
done by a team of CRRS graduate
and undergraduate fellows, as well as
work study students. This team effort,
this team ethic, represents the spirit
of collaboration and community that
the CRRS strives to foster among
early modernists on campus. Our
events and projects are successful
only because of the collaboration and
dedication of the people here. We
each have our particular strengths,
skills and knowledge; but working
together we not only sharpen our
intellects and broaden our horizons,
but also find valuable companionship
to carry us through the solitary work
of our calling.

